Please read these instructions carefully and follow the installation steps in sequence.

**Tools Required**
- Phillips head screwdriver
- Flat blade screwdriver

**HORIZONTAL INSTALLATION - LMS FRAMES**

1. Determine the desired placement of the **Power Strip** on the **Mounting Bracket**. Attach two or three Plastic Mounting Clips to the bracket using the #6AB x 3/8" Phillips flat head thread forming screws provided.

   See **Figure 1**.

   **NOTE**: The Mounting Clips can be attached to the Bracket in 6 inch increments. This allows the Power Strip to be positioned as desired on the Bracket.

2. Insert one side of the Power Strip onto the Mounting Clips, rotate and push down to snap it into place.

   See **Figure 2**.

3. To remove the Power Strip, use a flat blade screwdriver as shown in **Figure 3**.

4. Determine the desired location of the assembled unit on the Full Frame.

   Insert the hooks on the back of the Bracket into the slotted standards on the Full Frame and push down.

   See **Figure 4**.
HORIZONTAL CABLE MANAGEMENT INSTALLATION

1. Attach the Mounting Clips to the Power Strip by placing the two Mounting Clips on a flat surface with the following distances between them:

- 18” (457mm) Power Strip: 10” (254mm)
- 38” (965mm) Power Strip: 28” (711mm)
- 59” (1524mm) Power Strip: 49” (1245mm)

Next, install the Power Strip into the Clips by engaging one side of the Strip with the Clips and then pushing down to engage the other side. See Figure 5. Be sure that the Power Strip is firmly seated in each Clip.
2. Install the Power Strip assembly into the Cable Management Component as shown in Figure 6. The Mounting Clip will snap into place at the bottom of the Component as shown in Figure 6 (detail).

**NOTE:** If the Mounting Clips do not snap into place easily, simply push harder. If they are too loose and do not stay in place, it is possible to tighten the fit of the Mounting Clips by bending the “wings” of the Clips outward.

The Power Strip can slide to any position along the length of the Cable Management Component.

3. To remove the Power Strip, slide it out of the end of the Cable Management Component.